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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

 Nowadays, people prioritize Quality than any other factors. So, if the 

product Quality is high, it leads to higher customer satisfaction towards the 

organization. The product Quality of one organization is very important, it can 

create the customer satisfaction. According to Suchánek et al. (2017, p.21) stated 

that “customer satisfaction is determined by the level of the fulfillment of 

expectations by the product. Therefore, the overall product quality level is based on 

the degree to which expectations have been met.” 

 Customer satisfaction can be identified by using the customer expectations 

with the presentation of the products or services that can meet the needs and wants 

of the customer. A satisfied customer means that there are similarities between the 

presentation of the products and services with the desire of the customers, where it 

will empower them to re-purchase the products. Simultaneously, a disappointed 

customer would convince the other customers to not re-purchase and as a result, 

they will move to another brand competitor. 
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 Product is anything that can be advertised business opportunity for 

consideration, acquisition, use, or consumption that might fulfill a want or need. 

Products influence customer satisfaction because product is offered to meet the 

needs and wants of customers. 

 Currently there are a lot of waste cooking oil or turbid cooking oil on the 

market with a cheap price that caused the demand of the oil that produce by the 

factory decrease. This research can be used to know how to increase the customer 

satisfaction. The existence of this waste cooking oil also has a bad influence on the 

economy in Indonesia. Therefore, customers have to choose a healthy and quality 

cooking oil.  

 PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit as the research object of this research engages in 

Palm Cooking Oil industry.PT Palmanco Inti Sawit was established in 1990. The 

Head Office of PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit is located at 88 S-T, Berjaya Street 

Komplek Cemara Asri, Medan,North Sumatra, Indonesia. Palmanco’s products 

also been distributed and been sold on many cities in Indonesia, as it is been 

produced in 21 cities around Indonesia, like: Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam, North 

Sumatra, Riau, Riau Island, West Sumatra, Java and Kalimantan. 

 PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit known as Family Business that produces Palm 

Cooking Oil. Cooking oil is very essential for human life as it already been 

categorized as household needs. So, Mr. Iwan Hartono Alam which is known as the 

founder of this company decide to produce a high quality and healthy Cooking Oil. 

PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit is on the stage of Siblings Partnership as Mr. Iwan Hartono 

Alam already involved Mr. Kurdy Kusmanto, the son of Mr. Iwan to participate on 
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managing the business. Although the company is wholly owned by Mr. Iwan 

Hartono Alam, but the profit is shared with his son. 

 In producing cooking oil, there are several aspects that must be considered 

to satisfy customers. Some of the aspects are the levels of fatty acids, customers 

will choose cooking oil with low levels of fatty acids, chemical content 

(ingredients), the packaging, nowadays people also become a little bit picky, they 

will be more interested to choose something that eye catching, also the clarity and 

the color of the cooking oil. There are 3 stages in classified the clarity of cooking 

oil which are CP 06 as the first grade, CP 08 as the second grade while the CP 10 

as the last grade. These3 stages are caused by filtering process that carried out by 

the factory at manufacturing phase where the higher quality of cooking oil, the more 

significant the filtering process. The clarity of the cooking oil is really affect the 

customer decision while buying the product because if the cooking oil easily turns 

darker only a few frying sessions, it means the consumption of the cooking oil 

become larger and the cost that the customers spent for it become higher. 

 There are some of the problems found in the quality of the cooking oil at 

PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit. To furthermore know about the problems occurred to the 

company, the writer conducted interview with a few customers of PT. Palmanco 

Inti Sawit Distributor (Rowita) in Tebing Tinggi on December 2019. From what the 

writer can conclude from the interview, most of the problems that the customers 

have encountered are that the consistency of cooking oil are not clear enough, 

resulting in poor cooking and it quickly turns darker only after a few frying sessions. 

Which in this case do not happened that often with the other brands of cooking oil. 
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From the other interview, the writer also received some complaints about the 

packaging, some of the packaging are leaked which makes the customers 

unsatisfied with the product. There are also some complaints about smelly oils that 

caused by the unstable temperature. Here are some of the many causes of why the 

customers are unsatisfied with the product. So that the writer decided to do an 

observation in order to increase the number of customer satisfaction and what 

aspects that need to be improved. 

Table 1. 1 Customer’s Complaint 

NO Complaints 

1 Consistency and clarity of the cooking oil 

2 Smelly cooking oil 

3 The packaging easily leak 

4 Design and color is blurry and not attractive 

Source: Prepared by the writer (2020) 

 From the problem above, there are several causes why this problem can 

occur in the product. In the case of clarity of the cooking oil is because this company 

is still on the CP 08 stage caused the clarity of the cooking oil hasn’t reach the best 

stage which is CP 06. The second problem is on their packaging, it’s because the 

plastic wrapper is made from a material that is not too good caused it rips easily and 

the color looks blurry. The last one is due to lack of knowledge how to store the 

cooking oil properly. Which need to avoid the sunlight and keep it on a room 

temperature. 

 Therefore, from the problem above the writer decided to conduct research 

on “The Impact of Product Quality towards Customer Satisfaction at PT. 

Palmanco Inti Sawit” 
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1.2 Problem Limitation 

 The writer realized that this research was still far from perfection due to the 

lack of time, knowledge and limitations, therefore the writer only explained about 

the impact of product quality towards customer satisfaction at PT. Palmanco Inti 

Sawit’s Distributor (Rowita) in Tebing Tinggi.  

1.3 Problem Formulation 

 From the research the writer found problem as follow: 

1. How is the Product Quality at PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit? 

2. Are there any impacts towards the Customer satisfaction regarding to the 

Cooking Oil Quality at PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit? 

 

1.4 Objective of the Research 

The objective of the research is as follow: 

1. To know the product quality in PT. Palmanco Inti Sawit 

2. To know whether the product quality have an impact towards the customer 

satisfaction. 

 

1.5 Benefit of the Research 

The benefit of the research divided into two which is as follow: 

1.5.1 Theoretical Benefit 

The theoretical benefits of this research are: 
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1. This writer’s benefit from this research is to gain knowledge from the impact 

of product quality towards customer satisfaction. 

2. The audience’s benefit of this research is to educate the importance of the 

theoretical knowledge. 

 

1.5.2 Practical Benefit 

The practical benefits are as follow: 

1.  To show the company to improve their product quality and to take the 

opportunities to future enhance and improve their customer satisfaction. 

2.  This research can be used as reference material and a source of information 

for students in conducting the same studies.  


